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RICOH ART GALLERY is pleased to present SPECULA, a solo exhibition by Enrico Isamu Oyama.
Oyama has garnered acclaim for his signature Quick Turn Structures, recombinant abstract motifs that
have been presented on a wide corpus of work running the gamut from 2D surfaces to 3D objects,
installations, and video projects.
His work is informed by an academic pursuit of the contextual ramiﬁcations of these motifs, encompassing
multiple publications and a body of critical research into the theoretical potential of street art as a discipline.
Oyamaʼ s multifaceted approach has taken on yet another dimension in collaboration with RICOHʼ s
proprietary StareReap 2.5D printing technology.
Armed with the digital mediumʼ s unbridled capacity for free iteration and enhancement, Oyama has further
developed his experimentation with the disassembly and reconstruction of his Quick Turn Structures, in an
exhibition that challenges the relationship between materiality and image.
Upon entering the RICOH ART GALLERY, visitors will ﬁnd 18 original works that leap oﬀ the walls in a
compelling manifestation of the artistʼ s encounter with RICOHʼ s groundbreaking StareReap technology.
As a new mirror into the artistʼ s ever-expanding visual universe, SPECULA is sure to impress upon each
visitor their own multifaceted gleanings as they peer through the fragmented looking glass.

“My new series, SPECULA, is also my ﬁrst incursion into the digital.
The series consists of 18 intricate visual meditations contemplations on abstract Quick Turn
Structure (QTS) motifs that have been digitally replicated, inverted, overlayed,
and interlinked on a computer, then output using RICOHʼ s StareReap printing
technology to richly textural monochrome eﬀect.As the QTS breathe life into the depths,
the outcome, in essence, is a whole new mode of expression.The result is an altogether new mode
of expression that brings QTS to life at a deep molecular level.
Systematically sinuousnaking lines invite the viewer to draw open-ended associations—
a phenomenon one sees in the rhythmic patterns of wallpaper, tile mosaics, fractals, paisleys,
arabesques, mandalas, and kaleidoscopes.Speculum means “mirror” in Latin.
Its plural, specula, suggests the multitude shards of a shattered mirror. One can imagine glimpsing
the diﬀuse reﬂections of a religious icon in these specular fragments,
evocative perhaps of the Christian iconographyic tradition.I did not, however,
have any speciﬁc cultural codes in mind when creating the work in this series.
The sole dogma principle governing the QTS universe is an inherent cycling
between disassembly and reconstitution.
QTS dismantles the stylized lettering found in the visual language of aerosol writing,
distilling script down to disparate ﬂowing lines that can then be reassembled as abstract forms.
When this recombinant amplitude is further enhanced
through the power of technology,
the contours of QTS can be pushed to their breaking point,
to unleash a complex congeries of even ﬁner lines that expand and ﬁll the visual ﬁeld.The result is
SPECULA.”

On the creation of SPECULA
Enrico Isamu Oyamaʼ s artistic practice draws on the street art culture of 1970s and 1980s New York that
inﬂuenced him from an early age. He dissects the aerosol writing ( “graﬃti” ) that adorns urban subways and
walls, adding and recompositing the ﬂowing lines to manifest a remarkably original mode of abstract
expression he has dubbed the “Quick Turn Structure.” These motifs have been performed on a diverse range
of media—from vast concrete wAalls to canvas and small pieces of paper—and materials from aerosol to
acrylics. RICOHʼ s StareReap printing technology can now join this list, with the debut of Oyamaʼ s ﬁrst fully
digital series, SPECULA.
“The use of digital circuits allowed me to experiment with the disassembly and repackagreassembling of
my Quick Turn Structures. Unlike standing face to face with the large walls [of my mural work],
I was able to create visual patterns that propagated unbound by a sense of scale, and expand on them inﬁnitely.”
Quick Turn Structures evince a peculiar power to dramatically boldly destabilize space and time. In SPECULA,
Oyama has further reconﬁgured and reﬁned these QTS, transforming them into intricately detailed visual
patterns to exquisite eﬀect. There is an almost addictive quality to the fruits of his fastidious iteration and
immersion, which Oyama has chosen to showcase in spartan rectangular frames to package assemble the
work in ﬁnite space. Neither landscape nor portrait, the frames house a pure ﬁeld in which the lines of his QTS
are free to metabolize at will. Oyama said he particularly heeded the distinctive material quality realized with
StareReap.
“Even the digital can become physical when output in material form.
Diﬀerent lighting angles change oneʼ s perception of the work; what appears to be numerically proper
as data [on a computer screen] can look completely diﬀerent when output as an object in the physical world.
In a sense, you could say StareReap oﬀers a way to output and reproduce
the nebulous space between image and material.”
The relationship between image and material is one of the pivotal subjects in painting. Working in StareReap
engenders further engagement with this eternal quandary by adding a unique new level of materiality to
Oyamaʼ s work. The resulting prints feature labile patterns and textures that reveal themselves variably
according to the lighting conditions and perspectives when viewed up close and from afar.
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“StareReap might present the tools to grapple with some of the theoretical problems inherent to painting
as a medium. Rather than printing something excessively three-dimensional,
I sought to harness the technologyʼ s ability to render physical contour to a degree that remains
within the context of conventional painting, in an attempt to tease out the intersection
between original and reproduction.”
Digital technology makes possible an extremely ﬁne-tuned approach to the manipulation of images. Through
meticulous experimentation, Oyama has further expanded his complex visual vernacular in dialogue with the
distinctive materiality oﬀered by StareReap. The new work found in SPECULA oﬀers a dynamic new paradigm
for the reinterpretation of reproduction, and doubly signals the arrival of a rousing new frontier for one of
Japanʼ s most compelling visual artists.
“SPECULA has provided a new dimension to my explorations of disassembly and reconstitution. It is a theme
that I intend to continue probing through this series in the time to come.”

Enrico Isamu Oyama
Enrico Isamu Oyama creates visual art in various mediums that features his “Quick Turn Structure” motif,
composed of spontaneous repetition and expansion of free-ﬂowing lines inﬂuenced by aerosol writing of
1970s-80s New York and beyond.
Born in Tokyo in 1983 to an Italian father of Bavarian descent and a Japanese mother, Oyama earned his
bachelorʼ s degree from Keio Universityʼ s department of Environment and Information in 2007, and an MFA in
Intermedia Art from the Tokyo University of the Arts in 2009.
Oyama relocated to New York for a six-month residency from 2011 to 2012 at the invitation of the Asian
Cultural Council. He continues to live and work in the city, where he maintains a studio in Brooklyn.
Past solo exhibitions include Like A Prime Number held at the Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation (London,
2016); Ubiquitous: Enrico Isamu Oyama at the Marianna Kistler Beach Museum of Art (Kansas, 2017);
Kairosphere at the Pola Museum of Art (Hakone, 2019); Viral at the Nakamura Keith Haring Collection
(Kobuchizawa, 2019); Inside Out at Tower 49 Gallery (New York, 2019-2021); and Noctilucent Cloud at the
He is the author of books including Against Literacy: On Graﬃti Culture (LIXIL
Publishing, 2015); The Real Faces of Street Art: New York Writing Culture
(Seidosha, 2020); The Art in the Streets: From Twombly to Banksy (Kodansha,
2020); and The Semantics of Aerosol: Thoughts and Arts after the Pandemic ‒ A
Dialogue with Tetsuo Kogawa (Seidosha, 2020).
He also edited the June 2017 issue on aerosol writing of art magazine Bijutsu
Techo, and has been commissioned to create work for brands such as Comme
des Garçons, Shu Uemura, and JINS.
In 2020, Oyama set up a studio in Tokyo, which continues to serve as a second
base for his peripatetic practice spanning contemporary art and street culture
between Japan and the United States.
Enrico Isamu Oyama in his Brooklyn studio.
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